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Editorial
The record haul of drugs coming unchecked from the Attari border cannot be passed
of as human error of the Pakistani authorities. It sends clear signals of the presence of
cross-border dynamics of drug cartels and terror links.
According to details from across the border, the truck with the seized narcotics
and bags of rock salt granules arrived in Attari on June 24, but was stopped by Pakistani oﬃcials as they suspected it contained suspicious material. Two days later, senior Pakistani oﬃcials allowed the same payload to cross the border. However, alert
oﬃcials on the Indian side conducted a physical check and were rewarded with the
‘biggest haul’ success anywhere in India.
With the kind and amount of money involved, one can well conclude that the
nexus between terrorism and drug traﬃcking can’t be ruled out.
The Union Ministry of Home Aﬀairs admits to a Pakistani role in pushing the drugs and,
according to intelligence reports, serious attempts are being made to revive Sikh militancy in Punjab, for which drug traﬃcking comes handy.
At such a scale, the injection of drugs into the State is no less than an act of war,
a lethal assault against the people of Punjab. In a succession of interlinked cases between December 2018 and May 2019, drugs and weapons, including pistols and
grenades, were transferred from Pakistan to receivers in Punjab. Similarly, in May and
June 2017, in two related cases, a number of weapons, including AK series assault riﬂes, an MP-9 modiﬁed riﬂe, several revolvers and pistols, ammunition and quantities
of heroin were recovered.
Let us agree that the major narco-drug drug plaguing the state is not just Punjab’s problem, but is a national crisis. Chief Minister Capt Amarinder Singh has intensiﬁed the anti-drug drive, making it a people’s movement. He has ﬁnalized a Rewards
Scheme to incentivize people against drugs. Another major decision is preventive detention of repeat oﬀenders in drug smuggling or trading.
The state government has also reintroduced the Maharaja Ranjit Singh Awards by honouring 21 sports legends and 81 other sports icons. This is after almost a decade that
the state government has held such a major function.
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Record drug haul exposes
Pak terror links
Donald Banerjee

532 kg of heroin worth Rs 2,700 crore, 52
kg of assorted narcotics –considered the
largest recovery of drugs – seized at the
Attari Integrated Checkpost on June 30,
may have been a big success. But it also
sends signals of lapse of national security
and also sounds alarm bells for a better
Centre-state and inter-state coordination
in tackling the menace.
A Pakistani hand in the international drug smuggling racket becomes abundantly clear when
such a massive payload comes unmolested
across the Attari border, despite the fact that the
Pakistani side has sophisticated truck scanners
for the detection of contraband.
The record seizure reinforces the presence of
cross border dynamics of the drug cartels and
terror links.
The Punjab Rural police investigating the case
sees a narco-terror angle. During investigations
more and more names have emerged to
strengthen this theory. Besides three Pakistani
nationals Sahil Khan, Farooq Lone and Aamir
6

Noor, an Amritsar clearing agent Ajay Gupta
has been booked among 20 others. The remaining accused belong to Gurdaspur, Tarn
Taran, Amritsar and J & K. “They are all interlinked and have connections with intelligence
agencies in Pakistan,” said a senior police oﬃcer.
According to details emerging the truck with
the seized narcotics and bags of rock salt granules had arrived at Attari on June 24, but was
stopped by Pakistani oﬃcials as they suspected
it of containing suspicious material. Two day
later senior Pakistani oﬃcials allowed it to cross
the border. However alert oﬃcials on the Indian
side conducted a physical check and were rewarded with the biggest haul success anywhere
in India.
With the kind and amount of money involved,
one can well conclude that the nexus between
terrorism and drug traﬃcking cant be ruled out.
The Union Ministry of Home Aﬀairs also admits
that there is a Pakistani role in pushing drugs. It
could be the result of the crackdown on terrorist
and militant outfits inKashmir. “Pakistan-based
operators have shifted their focus on the International Border adjoining Punjab,” said a senior
MHA oﬃcial.
Intelligence reports also suggest that serious attempts are being made to revive Sikh militancy
in Punjab for which drug traﬃcking comes handy.
Punjab saw a decade of neglect and steadily
worsening indices under the Akalis. The Badal
government had, in fact, told the Punjab &
Haryana High Court in 2009 that 75 per cent of
Punjab’s youth and 65 per cent of all families had
been aﬀected by drug addiction; and that 30 per
cent of all inmates in Punjab’s jails were accused
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under the Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act.
Let us agree the drug problem in Punjab is not
about drugs. It is about Pakistan’s ‘war of a thousand cuts’ against India. It is about national security.More than 717 kg of heroin have already
been recovered by authorities in Punjab in the
current year, in addition to 285 kg of opium,
18,702 kg of poppy husk (a major source of a
range of opiates), and signiﬁcant quantities of
other drugs. The year 2018 saw the recovery of
384 kg of heroin, 391 kg of opium, and 40,598 kg
of poppy husk, in addition to other drugs. Similarly, in 2017, 192 kg of heroin, 558 kg of opium
and 42,631 kg of poppy husk, among other drugs,
were seized in Punjab.
At such a scale, the injection of drugs into the
State is no less than an act of war, a lethal assault
against the people of Punjab. On its own, this
may still have been dismissed as criminal activity
at a gigantic scale, but what we have here is the
use of narcotics in a broader strategy of covert
and unrestricted warfare. Narcotics are only one
instrumentality that is being deployed by Pakistan against Punjab — and, indeed, India — with
terrorism and ﬁnancial instruments such as fake
Indian currency notes (FICN) combining to devastating eﬀect in the past, and with tremendous
potential to inﬂict harm in the present and future.
These are not unconnected streams, but are
components of an integrated, planned and sustained strategy. At the peak of Khalistani terrorism in Punjab, the entire drug trade was
controlled or facilitated by the various terrorist
groups that dominated the border areas, even as
the principal ﬂows from Afghanistan through
Pakistan and across the border into India were
managed by Pakistan’s Inter Services Intelligence.
After the collapse of terrorism in Punjab, Afghan
opium continued to be processed in factories in
Pakistan and actively pushed across the border
into Punjab in a conscious strategy to continue
with Islamabad’s ‘war by other means’ against
July-2019

India.
For instance, in a succession of interlinked cases
between December 2018 and May 2019, drugs
and weapons, including pistols and grenades,
were transferred from Pakistan to receivers in
Punjab. One of the telephonic contacts in Pakistan was traced back to Harmeet Singh aka PhD,
‘chief’ of the Khalistan Liberation Force. Similarly,
in May and June 2017, in two related cases, a
number of weapons, including AK series assault
riﬂes, an MP-9 modiﬁed riﬂe, several revolvers
and pistols, ammunition and quantities of heroin
were recovered, and nine persons were arrested.
According to the FIRs registered in this cluster of
cases, the consignments had been arranged by
Lakhbir Singh Rode of the International Sikh
Youth Federation and Harmeet Singh aka PhD,
both under the ISI’s protection in Pakistan. The
transaction was allegedly mediated by Gurjit
Singh aka Gurjiwan Singh, a resident of Canada. A
stream of such cases, too many to recount here,
involving the combined transfer of drugs,
weapons, ammunition and explosives, documents these ﬂows over the years.
Punjab has been targeted from multiple directions, and not just across its own border with
Pakistan, with drug and weapons’ ﬂows coming
from Gujarat, Rajasthan and Jammu & Kashmir
as well.
It is signiﬁcant that, in the Attari seizure, one of
the two accused is from Handwara in
Kashmir.These complex patterns and linkages are
sometimes spoken of as ‘narco-terrorism’, but
what we are witnessing is much worse, and inﬁnitely more dangerous.
Tens of thousands of petty smugglers have, no
doubt, been arrested over the past years (6,622
already arrested this year; 13,959 in 2018). But
the ‘big ﬁsh’, the masters of the game, remain
beyond the reach of enforcement agencies.
Let us agree that the major narco-drug drug
plaguing the state is not just Punjab’s problem.
It is a national crisis.
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CM intensifies
war against drugs
Moots Rewards Scheme for people
Preventive detention for repeat oﬀenders
Donald Banerjee

D

etermined to end the drug menace
from the face of Punjab the Chief Minister continues with his crusade: “No mercy for
the drug maﬁa but a humane approach towards
drug addicts”.
But Capt Amarinder Singh’s own eﬀorts may not
suﬃce judging by the gravity of the situation following the record haul of heroin and assorted
narcotics at the Attari border, obviously with the

8

connivance of Pakistan’s ISI. With international
drug players in the ﬁeld the ﬁght against drugs
has become a national issue.
Determined to make his ﬁght against drugs a
people’s movement the state government has ﬁnalized a Rewards Scheme to incentivize the people against drugs. Another major decision is
preventive detention of repeat oﬀenders in drug
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Key accused dead, CM orders probe
The key accused in the alleged smuggling of heroin and other narcotics worth ₹2,700 crore
from Pakistan, who was lodged in Amritsar jail, died in judicial custody’
The Chief Minister Capt Amarinder Singh has ordered a magisterial inquiry into the death
and asked the Additional District Magistrate, Himanshu Aggarwal, to conduct a detailed
probe into the death of the accused Gurpinder Singh in hospital.
Gurpinder Singh, a rock salt importer, was last month arrested by the customs department
for allegedly smuggling suspected narcotics in a truck at the Attari border.
Amritsar-based importer, Gurpinder Singh (29), was found vomiting blood inside the jail
hospital washroom on July 21at around 8.30 am, after which he was admitted to Guru
Nanak Dev Hospital, Amritsar. Hospital Superintendent Shiv Charan said Gurpinder was declared brought dead.
It was on Gurpinder’s licence that the rock salt consignment carrying heroin was imported
from Pakistan for a Kashmiri trader, Tarik Ahmad Lone. He was the ﬁrst person to be arrested after what was described as the biggest ever drug haul by the Customs Department.
Gurpinder’s arrest on June 29 was followed by arrest of Lone and truck driver Jasbir Singh,
by the Customs Department. Later, Customs also named a drug peddler Ranjit Singh Rana
and Jasbir’s son, Harpreet Singh, the case.In a parallel probe, Punjab Police registered separate case against Gurpinder and 20 others, including three persons from Pakistan for running drug racket to smuggle heroin into India. Police had also booked Parminder Singh,
younger brother of Gurpinder in the same case. Parminder is currently locked up inside the
Amritsar jail.
“The magisterial enquiry will be in addition to the post mortem, which will be conducted
by a high-level board of doctors, and the judicial proceedings under the CrPC to be conducted by a judicial magistrate,”
The jail authorities, according to the jail superintendent, have written to the district and session judge to form the board and conduct the postmortem. “He remained in jail only for a
few days after his arrest by Customs. We have nothing to hide. We are open for any kind
of investigation.”

smuggling or trading, amid reports that there The NDPS Act provides for preventive detention
were around 200 such criminals identiﬁed by the of such criminals, the Chief Minister pointed out,
while also suggesting Fast Track Courts for
Punjab Police.
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speedy trials for NDPS oﬀenders. He said he will tion and rehabilitation programmes, and to astake up the matter of operationalising such Fast sociate with Narcotics Anonymous (NA) and
Track Courts at the earliest with the Chief Justice other NGOs for more eﬀective execution.
of the Punjab and Haryana High Court.
Captain Amarinder ordered a preparation of deHe held a video conference with DCs and SSPs to tention proposals of big Drug smugglers/supplireview the progress on drug eradication and dis- ers u/s 3 of PIT NDPS Act, 1988, and also asked
cuss the future strategy. The video conference for activation of 181 Punjab Police Helpline to enwas preceded by a meeting of the Consultative able citizens to provide Drug tips.
Group on Drugs: Comprehensive Action Plan A Rewards Scheme was being ﬁnalised by govagainst Drugs Abuse, headed by the Chief Minis- ernment to incentivize the people to join the
ter.
ﬁght against drugs.
The Chief Minister extended his government’s Northern States to meet on July 25
full support to the eight Narcotics Control Bureau Punjab will host the second inter-state meeting
(NCB) teams assigned to map the border areas of of all the northern states on July 25 to deliberate
Punjab and coordinate the ﬁght against drugs in upon the joint concerted eﬀorts and strategy rethe region.
quired to ﬁght the drug menace.
NCB Deputy Director General SK Jha informed This was decided on July 12, when the Punjab
the meeting that around 25 oﬃcers, including Chief Minister, Capt Amarinder Singh met his
himself had been deputed to Punjab to Haryana counterpart Manohar Lal Khattar at the
strengthen coordination with other states, such latter’s oﬃce for almost 30 minutes. Besides
as J&K and Gujarat, which had emerged as major Haryana and Punjab, the chief ministers of Hisources of drugs ﬂow into this state.
machal Pradesh, Rajasthan, Uttarakhand and
Captain Amarinder said the drug eradication Delhi, the governor Jammu and Kashmir, the lieucampaign will now be carried out in Mission tenant governor of Delhi and the administrator
Mode, with transfers and postings of DCs/SSPs to of Chandigarh are expected to join the second
depend on performance in `Drive Against inter-state meeting on drugs
Drugs’.Sub-divisional DSPs/SHOs will be held ac- Haryana had convened the ﬁrst meeting of the
countable for any drug related crime. Monthly re- chief ministers and the senior oﬃcers of the
views will be conducted by IGPs/DIGs Ranges. northern states in August last year, where it was
Non-performing DSPs/SHOs will be shunted out, decided to set up a centralised secretariat at
the Chief Minister said.
Panchkula in Haryana to tackle drug menace.
The directive has ordered regular meetings of After meeting Khattar, the Punjab chief minister
District Mission Teams (DMTs) and Sub Divisional reiterated his government’s zero tolerance polMission Teams (SDMTs) to strengthen training of icy against drugs. He said drugs were being smugDAPOs and Senior Buddies.The DCs and Civil Sur- gled into Punjab from across the borders, not just
geons have been directed to supervise de-addic- from Pakistan but also from within the country,

10
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Girl seeks police help
to give up ‘chitta’
Punmedia Bureau

In a rare incident a 17-year-old drug-addict girl
sought the help of the Senior Superintendent of
Police (SSP), Moga, to give up drugs.
The girl (name withheld) got immediate help. She
was taken to a government hospital where she

drugs.”
Members of the Sri Guru Granth Sahib Satkar
Committee, a group which helps addicts get
treatment, also came forward to lend their support in helping the girl come out clean.

underwent a medical check-up and other tests.
Now she is on her way to recovery.
The girl told the police that drugs are easily available. Talking to the media persons, she said, “I
got addicted to drugs when I was just 12. My
mother passed away and after that my father left
me as he got remarried.
Then I started working at a beauty salon in Moga
to arrange money for drugs. I have been taking
drug (chitta) for ﬁve years now. But now I want to
leave this addiction. Hence, I have come to ask
for help.
When asked how she got addicted to heroin, she
said: “Some of my friends introduced me to

The district president of the committee, Raja
Singh Khukrana said the girl got addicted while
suﬀering from depression after her mother died
and her father abandoned her. “We got in touch
with her when she said she wants to leave this
habit and decided to help her”.
Moga DSP (City) Paramjit Singh said that girl had
been admitted to hospital and her treatment has
begun.
“If she names any persons or particular sellers,
we will ﬁle an FIR and arrest them. She has told
us that drugs were available at a parlour where
she used to work. We will probe that too”, he
added.
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Using woman power
to reform addicts
Punmedia Bureau

T

o reform drug addicts in villages the
Muktsar administration and police oﬃcials have roped in women to hold rallies to create awareness on the harmful eﬀects
of drugs and even one-to-one sessions.
This initiative has been taken banking on the fact
that it is women, who usually bear the brunt of
drug addiction in terms of their husbands or children turning into addicts. Besides, they are actually more comfortable sharing their woes with
women.
Child Development Project Oﬃcials (CDPOS) are
anchoring the project with help from anganwadi
workers and helpers. Women residents of villages regularly visit anganwadi centres for immunisation and for diet, in case of pregnant
women.
It is observed that women hesitate to talk to men
on the issue of drugs. While interacting with anganwadi workers and helpers, they feel safe and
share the details. By reaching a mother, we can

12

reach the entire family. Women also care for and
keep an eye on their children.
Oﬃcials of diﬀerent departments, along with
women, hold rallies to spread awareness among
villagers. We can also gather information on hotspots of drug trade.
Following the department’s lead, women SHOs
in Muktsar are also contributing to creating
awareness against drugs. Lakhewali SHO Beant
Kaur and Bariwal SHO sub-inspector Rupinder
Kaur are holding awareness camps and rallies.
Addressing a gathering of women in Chak Sherewala village in Muktsar, SHO Beant Kaur said,
Women should come forward in the war against
drugs as they play a vital role in weaning away
addicts. Women hold rallies to spread awareness
on the ill-eﬀects of drugs. We can also gather information on hotspots of drug trade in villages.
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Reformed addicts share
their experiences
Punmedia Bureau

I

n a unique initiative the Jalandhar district Police and Civil administration has
roped in a number of reformed drug dependents to disseminate the message of carving
a drug free district by encouraging other drug dependents to come out of this vicious circle.
During the function organized in association with
Bolster Treatment and Rehabilitation Centre at
the local Guru Teg Bahadur Nagar, the reformed
drug dependents shared their experiences. The
reformed drug dependents said: “Addiction to
drugs creates havoc for the family and ruins
everyone. The motivation of shunning the drugs
comes from inside for which family support is a
must.”
The Commissioner of Police and Deputy Commissioner threw light on the eﬀorts being made
by the state government to wipe out the menace
of drugs from the district. They said that Drug
Abuse Prevention Oﬃcer (DAPO) and Buddy programme had been started by the state governJuly-2019

ment to create massive
awareness on the issue.
Both the oﬃcers said
that besides this drug
helpline
has
been
started at the district
level where anybody
could give the complaint
and their identity would
not be revealed to anybody.
The motive of roping in
people who have already borne the brunt is
to ensure that the people who have suﬀered
woes must share their
experiences with the masses. They said that it
would sensitize the drug dependents that if others could shun the menace of drugs then why
couldn’t they.
The Commissioner of Police and Deputy Commissioner said that the motive of organizing this
experience sharing interactive session was to ensure that more and more drug dependents could
beneﬁt from it. They also said that more such sessions would be organized in the coming days to
eliminate the curse of drugs from the district.
Both the oﬃcers also solicited fulsome support
and cooperation from the people for this noble
cause.
On the occasion Deputy Commissioner of Police
Gurmeet Singh, Additional Deputy Commissioner
of Police PS Bhandall, Assistant Commissioners
of Police Mr. Gurpreet Singh and Mr. Dharam Pal,
Civil Surgeon Dr Gurinder Chawla, Dr Aman Sood
and others were also present
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Youth quits drugs, becomes
Panchayat member
Punmedia Bureau

C

apt Amarinder Singh’s dream campaign
to make the state drug free has started
bearing fruit. In one of the latest success
stories a 27-year-old drug-addict of Barnala district has fought of the menace and emerged
clean. Yes, the reformed addict has even been
elected a Panchayat member.
The drug addict, Parveen (name changed) is all
praise for DAPO (Drug Abuse Prevention Oﬃcer)
for his transformation from a drug addict to a
‘clean’ man.
Narrating his story, Parveen said he had the ﬁrst
taste of drugs at the age of 20 in Chandigarh.

my drug habit. To manage the cash for the drugs,
I took all the responsibility of the agriculture income of our house, started receiving cash directly
from arhtiya (commission agent). After some
time, my need grew and I was unable to get suﬃcient funds for my drugs. Then I took a poultry
farm of around 10,000 birds. My demand for
drugs kept on increasing resulting in the entire
family income being pumped into my drug consumption. There were disputes with my parents”.
One ﬁne day he came to know that the local police had started preparing lists of drug addicts
and had also established contact with his parents

After that his friends arranged gatherings to continue with the consumption of drugs, including
‘Chitta’.
His initiation over, he fell into the drug trap.
This is what Parveen said:“I needed cash to fulﬁl

which led to their refusal of money for drugs.
They also started forcing him to get admitted in a
drug de-addiction centre for the required treatment.
With all roads to drugs closed he came in contact

14
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with the Guardian of Governance (GOG) of his
village. They acted like real guardians and coaxed
and cajoled him to get deaddiction treatment.
Parveen underwent treatment at the centre for
almost a month. He continued to have medicines
for almost six months.
Today Parveen is completely free from drugs. He
even accompanied his parents for a drug test.
The dope test was negative. Parveen is today a
clean person and has joined the brigade to re-

form drug addicts. He calls drugs a waste of
health and money.
Meanwhile, Deputy Commissioner Barnala Mr.
Tej Partap Singh Phoolka said that awareness activities were being regularly organised in the district to make the people aware of the ill eﬀects of
drugs. He also gave an assurance that the police
would also not harass any drug addict who would
voluntarily come for treatment. --DPRO, Barnala

‘Tu Mera Buddy’
The Buddy programme launched by the Chief
Minister, Capt Amarinder Singh, scored a major
hit, when students of the Music and Fine Arts Department of Government College, Phase 6, Mohali, uploaded a video which aims at ﬁghting the
drug menace in the state.
Shot on the campus the video ‘Tu
Mera Buddy’ is a narration of
the drug menace and hits
harmful impact on the
masses.
Penned by Dr Jaspal Singh,
a professor, it talks about
the menace which is
killing human beings in the
state.
Principal Komal Broca said
the aim behind uploading the
video is to reach out to a vast audience.
“Many people still don’t know the bad implications of taking drugs. Uploading the video on
social media, will have a positive impact on viewers as they will be more aware about the problem,” the Principal added.
Earlier also the college had organised lectures to
spread the message about drug awareness and
for the eradication of the menace from the face

July-2019

of Punjab.
Now on the social media, the Buddy number has
been declared the college song in its mission
against substance abuse. Composed by Manoj
Kumar and sung by buddies of the Department
of Music the number has been videographed by Kulwinder Bawa.
Play on deaddiction
A play on drug deaddiction
“Dum Toddtey Rishtey’ was
staged by the University
School of Social Sciences
and University School of
Social Sciences and University School of Education of
the Rayat Bahra University.
The play was presented by
students of Kranti Kala Manch,
Ropar, and sponsored by Sankalp
Society, Punjab in the university auditorium.
The play highlighted the problem and ill eﬀects
of drug addiction which was assuming alarming
proportions. It was an initiative taken by Dean Dr
Indu Rihani to make the students aware of the
negative eﬀects of drugs on mental and physical
health and on family life.
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Centre bans Sikhs
for Justice
Punmedia Bureau

T

cessionist activities, whether carried out in India
or abroad, and will take strong action against
such entities under law.
He also said the ban decision was taken
after wide consultations with “all major representative bodies of the Sikh community” and was
“largely driven” by the report the Centre had received from the Punjab Government”.
The National Investigation Agency (NIA), Punjab
Police and Uttarakhand Police have registered 12
cases against SFJ actvists in India and made 39 arrests.
“Their presence is minor in India. However, there is potential of mischief and, hence,
the decision,” the oﬃcial said.“Once the organisation is banned, the NIA can take up the issue
with its counterparts across the world for further
action,” he said, adding: “SFJ from time to time
has been making numerous attempts to instigate
Sikh soldiers and Sikh security personnel against
the Union of India.”
A group of activists
of the organization was
seen at the Old Traﬀord
Stadium in England wearing Referendum 2020 tshirts during India's
semi-ﬁnal match with
New Zealand on July
10.The men were handcuﬀed and taken away.
SFJ enjoys strong online
presence through social
media accounts run in its
own name or by its leadhandcuffed
ers — main promoter

he Central Government has banned the
Sikhs for Justice (SFJ), a US-based secessionist group that supports the
cause of Khalistan.
A senior oﬃcial in the Ministry of Home
Aﬀairs said the decision to ban the outfit under
Section 3(1) of the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act,1967, was taken at a Cabinet meeting
chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
Formed in 2007 the SFJ has been pushing for Referendum 2020 for the self determination of Sikhs
as part of its separatist agenda.
Since 2014-15 the outfit has become
stronger with the core team comprising less than
a dozen members and having a strong social
media presence with 2 lakh followers.
By issuing the ban orders the Central government
has sent a strong warning to fringe groups operating from foreign soils that it will not tolerate se-

CFJ activists being
at Old Trafford
16
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Gurpatwant Singh Pannun, a New York-based attorney, apart from Hardip Singh Nijjer and

First step towards protecting the nation from
anti-India and secessionist designs of ISIbacked organisation.
---Capt Amarinder Singh

Chief Minister, Punjab

Paramjit Singh Pamma who are principal proponents of Referendum 2020 in Canada and UK respectively.
With around 2 lakh followers on Twitter,
Facebook and various websites, SFJ is known to
be radicalising Sikh youths by distorting reality,
fanning communal hatred and promoting secessionism in the garb of an unoﬃcial referendum
for self-determination of Sikhs.
Home Ministry sources said the ban on
SFJ will strengthen India’s case for cooperation
from US, UK etc in cracking down on its activities
abroad.
Ahead of Republic Day this year, SFJ gave
calls to Sikhs in the US and Canada to “burn the
tricolour”. It also oﬀered to issue sponsorship letters to Sikh soldiers and Punjab police personnel
for getting a US visa to attend the ‘Khalistan Referendum 2020 rally” there in June 2019.

July-2019

Threat to DGP triggered ban
Weeks after SFJ threatened Punjab DGP Dinkar
Gupta, India on Wednesday banned the outfit.
Besides Punjab, cases of sedition and terror activities have been ﬁled against it in UP and MP.
Earlier, the UK had suspended/blocked SFJ’s Twitter handle and other social media accounts on
India’s insistence.
Punjab CM Capt Amarinder Singh had at a meeting with Home Minister Amit Shah apprised him
of the SFJ designs which had issued video threats
to Punjab Police oﬃcials, asking them to “stop
harassing” SFJ activists or else their relatives living abroad would be targeted.
The Punjab CM said the outfit deserved to be
banned as a terror organisation. AAP too supported the ban. SFJ had shared a poster on the
social media last week, urging pro-Khalistan Sikhs
to boo Indian Team during the World Cup semi-
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CM recommends Bharat
Ratna for Balbir Singh
Punjab’s answer to Dhyan Chand
He achieved golden hat-trick after Independence
Donald Banerjee

The Chief Minister presents the Maharaja Ranjit Singh Award to Hockey
Olympian Balbir Singh at the P.G.I.

T

The Chief Minister, Capt Amarinder nearly a decade’s gap.
Singh, called on 94-year-old hockey
The Chief Minister, who has been a
icon Balbir Singh at the PGI where the
three-time gold medallist is receiving treatment, sportsperson himself, said he would recommend
to personally hand over the Maharaja Ranjit Balbir Singh’s name for the Bharat Ratna.
Singh Award, which has been reinstituted after
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There was a smile on the face of the legendary hockey player as he received the award
from the Chief Minister, who was accompanied
by the Sports and Youth Aﬀairs Minister Rana
Gurmit Singh Sodhi.
Balbir Singh, who turns 95 on October 10
this year is probably the only Olympian other
than Dhyan Chand to have scored a hat-trick of
gold medals in Olympic hockey. In fact he has
achieved something much bigger. Yes, he was instrumental in India regaining the hockey World
Cup at Kuala Lumpur in 1975.
Balbir Singh completed the golden hat-trick when
he captained the Indian Olympic team that won
the title in Melbourne in 1956. The earlier two
triumphs were at London (1948) and Helsinki
(1952).

came before
I n d i a
achieved independence,
when
the
s u b c o n ti nent had a
good sprinkling of players
from
today’s Pakistan.
But
Balbir Singh
was part of
the hockey
team that
won three
gold medals
after Independence, when four of the top players had shifted to Pakistan. Thus Balbir Singh is a
ﬁt case for the award of Bharat Ratna, and not
Dhyan Chand, as has been presented by a section
of the media.
His record of scoring the maximum number of goals in an Olympic ﬁnal still stands.He created the world record in the 1952 Helsinki
Olympics when he scored ﬁve of his team's six
goals against the Netherlands in the ﬁnal with
India registering a 6-1 triumph.

Certain media reports claim that Dhyan
Chand scored six goals in India's 8-1 triumph over
Germany in the 1936 Olympics. However, Major
Dhyan Chand in his autobiography titled “Goal!”,
published in 1952 by Sport & Pastime, Chennai,
writes: "India's goal-getters were Roop Singh,
Dhyan Chand, also had a track-record of
Tapsell and Jaﬀar, one each, Dara two goals and
scripting hockey gold medal triumphs in three
myself three" .
successive Olympics games. But this hat-trick
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101 sports icons honoured
Maharaja Ranjit Singh Awards reintroduced
Punmedia Bureau

T

wenty sports legends and 81other
achievers in diﬀerent sports disciplines
gathered under one roof in Chandigarh
on July 9 when they were honoured with the
state’s highest sports award by the Chief Minister,Capt Amarinder Singh.

The winners were awarded with a cash
reward of Rs 2 lakh along with the trophy.
The government has decided to increase the
prize money to Rs 5lakh from next year.
The Chief Minister promised to make the awards
function a regular feature.

This gathering of eminent sports persons was the
result of the Punjab Government reintroducing
the Maharaja Ranjit Singh Award after a gap of Icons of the past
Balbir Singh Sr, Milkha Singh, Gurbachan Singh
nearly a decade.
Randhawa, Ajit Pal Singh, Bishan Singh Bedi, Kamaljeet Kaur Sandhu, Brigadier Harcharan Singh,

Sports icons with the Maharaja Ranjit Singh Awards
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Colonel Balbir Singh, Baldev Singh, Harmik Singh,
Hardeep Singh, Jagjeet Singh, Gulshan Rai, Jaipal
Singh, Gurpreet Singh, Balwinder Singh, Paramjit
Singh and Harbhajan Singh.

deep Singh and Baljit Singh

2015
Arpinder Singh, Trisha Deb, Shahbaz Singh Bhangoo, Dharamvir Singh, Aman Kumar, Rubi Tomar,
Shiv Kumar, Vikas Thakur, Davinder Singh and
Amandeep Sharma

“I don't know the reason behind not
giving the awards in past years. But
keeping in mind its importance, we will
ensure it to be regular feature. I congratulate the Sports Minister and Secretary Sports for their eﬀort in bringing
back Punjab's legacy,"
Captain Amarinder Singh.

Awardees for 2011
Rajpal Singh, Rajinder Singh Rahelu, Heena Sidhu,
Mandeep Sidhu, Mandeep Kaur, Gagandeep
Kaur, Dilawar Singh, Kuljit Singh, Jagdeep Singh,
Komalpreet Shukla, Ravipal, Ranjit Kaur, Mankiran Kaur, Gurchand Singh, Hardeep Singh and
Manjit Singh

2016
Swaran Singh Virk, Khushbir Kaur, Kanwalpreet
Singh, Amjot Singh, Rekha Rani, Neelam Rani,
Prabhjot Kaur Bajwa, Maninder Kaur, Gurwinder
Singh, Rajwinder Kaur, Gurinder Singh, Malaika
Goyal, Gurpreet Singh, Jasvir Kaur, Parul Gupta

2012
Navpreet Kaur, Sunita Rani, Gurinder Singh,
Amrit Singh, Shammipreet Kaur, Kiranjit Kaur, Rajwant Kaur, Sarwanjit Singh, Sahil Pathania,
Jashandeep Singh, Lakhbir Kaur, Navjot Kaur,
Ranjit Singh and Mahabir Singh

2017
Raj Rani, Amandeep Kaur (handball) , Amandeep
Kaur (hockey), Varinder Kumar, Ajitesh Kaushal,
Davinder Singh and Sanjeev Kumar

2013

Awardees for 2018

Mandeep Kaur, Amandeep Kaur, Sapna Dutta, Manpreet Singh, Navjit Kaur Dhillon, Ramandeep
Samit Singh and Triptpal Singh
Kaur, Gurjit Kaur, Randeep Kaur, Veerpal Kaur,
2014
Navneet Kaur, Sahil Chopra, Harshdeep Kaur and
Davinder Singh, Gurbaaz Singh, Jasmine, Man- Veena Arora
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Punjab Diary
Surprise checks in fruit and vegetable markets
Under Tandrust Punjab Mission, a host of
teams
including
those constituted at
Divisional, District
and at the Market
Committee
level
conducted surprise
checks on July 3 in 75
fruit and vegetable
markets across the State.
The teams comprising oﬃcials of the
Health Department and the Horticulture Department, searched the mandis for rotten and
unscientiﬁcally ripened fruits and vegetables,
unﬁt for human consumption.
Giving this information Director Tandrust Mission K.S. Pannu said the fruits and vegetables found unﬁt for human consumption
were to the tune of 2.00 quintals in Ferozepur,
2.10 quintal Mangoes, 1.5 quintals of papaya,
1.30 quintal vegetables in Bathinda, 3.1 quintal
fruit vegetables at Rampura Phul, 0.90 quintals

in Faridkot, 1.65 quintals in Jagraon and 2.00
quintal in Mansa, 2.50 quintal vegetables and
0.50 quintal fruits in Sardoolgarh, 0.85 quintals
of papaya, 0.30 quintals of mango, 1.00 quintals onions and 0.47 quintal tomatoes in Ludhiana, 1.00 quintals of papaya at Khanna.
Besides, in Hoshiarpur 7.0 quintals banana, 1.50 quintal pomegranate, in Moga 0.50
quintals of papaya, in Rupnagar 3.60 quintal
vegetables, at Anandpur Sahib 1.50 quintals of
papaya, at Balachaur 7.00 quintal vegetables,
in Batala 0.76 quintal fruits and vegetables and
at Patiala 2.30 quintals, 2 quintal potatoes at
Phagwara, 3.00 quintal vegetables at Patran,
50 kg papaya and10 kg of Apricots at Kharar, 25
kgs of mango and 1.00 quintals of potatoes in
Sabzi Mandi, Bhawanigarh, 1.00 quintals of
mango, 1 quintal banana, 50 kg lemon and 50
kg tomatoes in Sunam, 1.00 quintals of cabbage
and 2.00 quintals gourd at Sirhind and 3.00
quintal fruit vegetables in Malerkotla were
found uneatable and were destroyed on the
spot.

Cop becomes crorepati
Ashok Kumar, a resident of Motian village in
Hoshiarpur had never thought even in his wildest
dreams that he would become a crorepati
overnight.
Yes, the Punjab Government’s New Year
Lohri Bumper-2019 draw proved to a magic wand
for 30-year-old Ashok Kumar, serving as a constable in the Punjab Police, as he won the ﬁrst
prize of Rs 2 crore.
But the lucky winner then started looking for the prize money ticket which he had misplaced. After initial failures Ashok Kumar ﬁnally
traced the ticket to his desk drawer in the
Hoshiarpur police station.
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Ashok Kumar who had been living a routine constable life could not have asked for more.
The lottery bumper prize money changed his life.
He built a house and repayed his personal loans.
His next step is to get his younger brothers settled in life.
After winning the lucky draw, Ashok
Kumar had felt that he would have to go through
a lot of hassles in getting the prize money, but the
Punjab Lotteries Department took over all the
botheration to get him the prize money at the
earliest.
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Drones to keep eye on jails

An eye-in-the-sky will soon keep a watch inside
the Punjab prisons. For, the Punjab Government has decided to use the drones besides installing the CCTV cameras in all jails to fortify
the prison walls.
Apart from that, the Government has
also decided to send the Punjab Police oﬃcers
from its intelligence wing on deputation to the
Jails Department, amending rules to grant parole, shifting of undertrial gangsters or radicals
outside Punjab, ﬁlling up of vacancies, among
others.
These, among others, are a slew of de-

cisions taken by the State Government, during
a high-level meeting headed by the Chief Minister Capt Amarinder Singh to review the prison
security system, to strengthen the jail security.
The decisions came close on the heels of recent
incidents of murder of the main accused in the
Bargari sacrilege case in Nabha as well as a rioting in Ludhiana central jail. Other than that,
several incidents like scuﬄe in Bathinda jail,
deaths in Ludhiana jail, were also reported.
During the meeting, it was decided that
the state’s intelligence oﬃcials will be sent on
deputation to the Jails Department to assist the
staﬀ in collecting intelligence that might be vital
to ensure fool-proof security in jails.
In another important move, Capt
Amarinder asked the Jails Department to formulate a comprehensive strategy to segregate
undertrial gangsters and radicals from other
prisoners, possibly by shifting them out to
other jails outside the State mainly “to prevent
radicalisation and planning of terrorist, gangster or criminal activities from jails”.

Now, 3D mapping for heart patients
Hero DMC Heart Institute in Dayanand Medical
College and Hospital, Ludhiana has acquired the
latest ‘Three Dimensional Mapping System’ for
management of complex Cardiac Arrhythmia's
(which means, irregular heart beat).
Patients with fast heart rhythm abnormalities can
be taken care of with medicines and when these
cases turn life threatening, they can be treated
in electrophysiology lab.
The hospital is one of the few centres in North
India where this form of treatment is available.
The new state-of-art mapping system is one of
the best in the world and will provide greater precision in treatment of these fast heart rhythm abnormalities.
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The department of cardiology through Dr Naved
Aslam and Dr Abhishek Goyal have specialized in
management of these disorders. Patients with all
kind of rhythm abnormalities can now be managed here with greater accuracy. This machine
enables in three-dimensional imaging and localization of the abnormalities.
This newly-installed machine enhances the precision and success of the radio frequency ablation procedures for these disorders.
The new equipment will overcome the challenges
of existing 2-dimensional technology and create
3-D image of the cardiac anatomy and electrical
activity of the human heart with greater accuracy.
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Punjabis Overseas
Nawan Shahr boy heads Canada’s
largest homicide investigation team

Punjab-born Police officer of Canada Superintendent Dave Chauhan has taken over as
Chief of Canada’s largest homicide investigation team: Integrated Homicide Investigation Team ( IHIT ). He replaces outgoing
Superintendent Donna Richardson.
Dave Chauhan belongs to Mallpur village
(situated between Garcha and Rahon ) in
Nawan Shahr ( SBS ) district. He immigrated
to Canada in 1985.Talking from Surrey,
Dave said he studied in Adarsh Baal
Vidiyalya , Nawan Shahr . Dave has been the
main investigator in the case of extradition
of both accused in Jassi honour killing case.
He was the leader of RCMP team who
brought both Malkit Kaur and Surjit Singh
Badesha to Punjab and handed them over to
the Punjab Police for trial.
A 15-year-old immigrant to Canada, Superintendent Dave Chauhan never imagined
he’d be leading the largest homicide investigation team in the country. But that’s exactly where Supt. Chauhan finds himself, as
the new Officer-in-Charge of the Integrated
Homicide Investigation Team (IHIT). Supt.
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Chauhan’s position places
him at the front of a multijurisdictional team of investigators,
analysts
and
civilians who operate from
the BC RCMP’s headquarters
at Green Timbers in Surrey.
The team includes police officers from the RCMP, Abbotsford, New Westminster,
Port Moody and West Vancouver police departments.
The thought of being an
RCMP officer didn’t occur to
him when he arrived in Canada in 1985. He
joined the RCMP on March 31, 1991 and
was sent to Regina for a six-month training.
In 2005, he moved with his family to the
Lower Mainland to take a posting with BC
RCMP’s Major Crime Section – Serious
Crime Unit. While in the Serious Crime Unit,
he was instrumental in seeking the extradition of two Canadians wanted in India for
the murder of their daughter in India. In
2008, he was promoted Sergeant and
worked in E Division Major Crime Section –
Criminal Investigation Unit, in charge of the
Provincial DNA Coordination Program
where he implemented several programmes to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of the DNA programme in the
province.
Chauhan, who formally took over on June
27 , 2019, said: “ I am humbled by this honour of leading an expert team of investigators and civilian staff and I look forward to
working closely with our RCMP and Municipal Police Partner.”
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Parm Sandhu sues Scotland Yard
A top woman police oﬃcer of Indian origin
has ﬁled a discrimination lawsuit against Scotland Yard over racism and sexism after she
was wrongly accused of breaking rules to get
the Queen’s Police Medal.
Parm Sandhu, 54, who is a temporary chief
superintendent, claims she was denied promotions and opportunities at work due to her
race and gender.
She ﬁled the suit after being cleared in June
of gross misconduct over allegations that she
breached police honours rules. According to
Sandhu, discrimination was behind the internal probe against her over allegations that she
had encouraged colleagues to support her
nomination for the medal. Under rules, police
oﬃcers cannot nominate themselves, contribute to or know about the process.
Sandhu, who joined the force in 1989 and is
one of few non-white woman oﬃcers at the
senior level in Scotland Yard, has ﬁled the suit
in the employment tribunal, claiming com-

pensation.
Scotland Yard conﬁrmed that an employment tribunal
case had been
brought by a senior
oﬃcer and involved
allegations of “racial
and gender discrimination”, adding: “At this
early stage, we are unable to comment further around defending the claim.”
Sandhu is supported by the Metropolitan
Black Police Association, which believes the
lack of senior female ethnic minority oﬃcers
in Scotland Yard is a matter of concern.
The number of Scotland Yard personnel from
a non-white background has been increasing
in recent years; however, there are few
women at senior level. Its head of counterterrorism is Indian-origin oﬃcer Neil Basu,
who led investigations in recent terror attacks
in London.

Amritsar-Delhi-Toronto flight
Thousands of Canada-bound passengers from
the Doaba region are set to beneﬁt as Air India
has ﬁnally started the booking for its muchawaited thrice-a-week Amritsar-Delhi-Toronto
ﬂight.The maiden Toronto-bound ﬂight from
Amritsar will ﬂy on September 27— coinciding with World Tourism Day.The DelhiToronto leg of the journey will take about 16
hours.
The ﬂight will be taking extra time for we will
have no option but to avoid Pakistan’s air
space. The one-way introductory fare for an
economy seat will be Rs 50,890 while the
round-fare for the same seat will be Rs
92,737,” said RK Negi, manager, Air India,
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Punjab.
The passengers from Amritsar to Delhi will
travel in Airbus-321 and they will have the option to board one of the two evening ﬂights
taking oﬀ from Amritsar thrice a week for a
45-minute journey to Delhi at 7 pm and 7.50
pm. At Delhi, they will board a Boeing-777 airplane, which will leave for Toronto at 3 am.
“The immigration, security check-in and customs clearances will be done at Amritsar,”
said RK Negi. The passengers will have baggage allowance of two 23-kg suitcases plus
one standard handbag at par with most of the
international ﬂights.
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Agriculture

From citrus farming
to agro tourism
Hoshiarpur farmer shows the way
Ravee Pandher

After graduating in mass communication from Panjab University in 2000; Harkirat Singh Ahluwalia
returned to his native family bastion to start farming. He took over the care of his grandfather’s
Kinnow orchards in Chaunni village, Hoshiarpur, which falls in the Doaba region of Punjab. Life at
the farm was a completely diﬀerent world, compared to his city upbringing, but Harkirat took to
working in the ﬁelds with enthusiasm.
The blooming citrus groves at his sprawling orchard speak of his dedication and the hard work that
he has put in over the past two decades.
A third generation farmer, he was oblivious to
the various challenges that he would face with
the changing times. He turned to alternate methods of cultivation to improve the harvest. When
he took over his grandfather’s orchards, citrus
fruit farming was going through its lowest phase
due to the changes in weather patterns and deterioration of the quality of soil. The harvest and
production of the fruit was severely eﬀected as
a result of these conditions.
Harkirat was determined to make a go of his venture, and tried various types of methods unlike
the traditional way of farming. Introducing new
ideas, while keeping an open mind completely
changed his approach to planting this crop.
Slowly changing and evolving with a fresh style
of citrus farming, he unknowingly started on a
whole new path. He began with planting a new
variety of citrus, changing the root stock, and
bringing in new methods that hadn’t been tried
before. There are a variety of citrus fruits that are
grown here – Kinnow, Tangerines, Jaﬀa, Grapefruits, Malta and Merkut. Mango trees are also
planted and Poplar is grown here for plywood.
Harkirat says: “The Kinnow crop is not very lu-
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crative so I have started a new variety called
Daisy tangerines – all the way from Florida. The
Punjab Government is very supportive to farmers and is helping us by importing this fruit
sapling from the U.S. ”
Thirty years ago, Harkirat’s father had successfully started micro-sprinklers, an Israeli technology. At present, he has started drip irrigation
which works very well for the citrus crop. The Citrus Society of farmers is a close knit society and
a great help when it comes to renting machinery
that is required for tilling, spraying the crop and
the harvest. This hugely cuts the cost of the
farmer on a large scale.
Well aware of the fact that he would not be able
harvest his crop for ﬁve years, Harkirat knew it
was time to diversify into other areas. The farm
had to sustain itself and Harkirat decided to embark on a totally new direction. He knew that in
order to stay ﬁnancially stable, he needed to
have an alternate source of income. During a trip
to Australia in 2004, he thought of starting a
home-stay facility after visiting one there. Discussing the idea with his hosts, he was reluctant
but they were of the opinion that it would do
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very well. It was a relatively new concept in India,
and Harkirat knew that it would be a task getting
visitors to a little village in Hoshiarpur. He had to
ﬁnd attractive optics and a constructive way for
visitors to spend their time at the farm.
Thus began his foray into the world of AgroTourism. It wasn’t easy to convince people in the
beginning as ‘ Homestays’ were not the norm
way back then. The farm was not near any big
city, but Harkirat was determined to make a go

milking cows and interacting with the farm help.
Spending a few hours in the ﬁelds, inhaling fresh
air in the beautiful surroundings helps rejuvenate
both children and adults. Trails for walking and
cycling have been made.
Harkirat’s and his family take care of the Homestay personally and make sure that the guests feel
at home and are comfortable in their surroundings. He says, “The guest book is ﬁlled with remarks that show our guests leave satisﬁed and

of it, fully aware that it was an uphill task to motivate visitors. Guests were curious to know what
attractions were in store for them at the property. City people had begun to travel to quiet,
peaceful spots and enjoy the tranquillity of nature. Citrus Country was just the kind of an oﬀ
beat place that oﬀered them this, and much
more.
This beautiful piece of farm property invites you
to take part in the daily routine of a farmer, from
sowing seeds, harvesting crops, driving a tractor,

happy, which proves my detractors wrong; a
good home-stay will be successful if people get
what they come for. A peaceful holiday where
they learn something new and constructive.”
Keeping the future generation in mind Harkirat
has started a new programme called “Connect to
Roots”. He told us, “ Kids from metro cities and
abroad will be invited to spend the whole day at
the farm with us. Work shall be allocated to them
in the ﬁelds, and they shall be introduced to the
modern techniques of farming. The children will
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interact with the farm labourers throughout the
day, learning about their work and lives and sit
down to have their meals together. This experience will make the children appreciate the food
put on the table, opening their eyes to the toil
and sweat that is put into the process of farming.
This makes them understand the importance of a
farmer's role in our daily lives, and respect him
for the hard work and labour. Having seen it for
themselves, the entire process of planting a crop,
steps that are taken to care for it till the harvest.
Most importantly, we make them realise how the
weather plays a crucial role in farming.”
Starting a new wellness retreat called “Firdaus”,
an altogether new concept in village tourism; he
will be giving employment to the locals. He believes in getting raw, inexperience or untrained
help as these are the workers who don’t get jobs
easily. He narrates an incident when he spotted a
young boy while cycling on his farm, who showed
a keenness to work and great potential. This is
one of the few people that he has taken under
his wing and trains them to work in diﬀerent capacities at the property. More then 70 per cent of
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his employees are women, this helps them to
ﬁnd work near their homes and families. Harkirat had absolutely no idea what he was getting
himself into when he started oﬀ, and as he says
the homestay proved to be a lot of hard work,
but he is proud of what he has achieved in the
last few years. Citrus Country is hugely successful
and he has put his village and the town of
Hoshiarpur stand out on the Punjab map.
Earlier people would drive straight to Himachal
crossing Hoshiarpur, but Harkirat is determined
to make his guests aware of the culture and rich
history of Punjab, by taking them to popular religious and tourist attractions close to his town.
Amongst these are, Anandpur Sahib which has
great signiﬁcance to the Sikhs, it is closely connected to the tenth Sikh Master, Guru Gobind
Singh Ji and the start of the Khalsa Panth. The festival of colours, Hola Mohalla is one the most celebrated festivals of the state. Punjab. Tourists
arrive from all over the world to participate in the
festivities and to witness ‘Gatka’ a martial art associated with the bravery of Sikhs in Punjab.
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Revival of lakes in Patiala
Punmedia Bureau

gate had been installed in the PNC, Rajbaha on
Nabha Road, which extends from the Bhakhra
main line. Besides, the volume of water going to
Hansli has been increased 2.5 cusecs. Water has
reached Rajindra lake through a regulatory gate
installed on Hansli near Railway Crossing no. 21,
after renovating the pipeline, which receives the
leftover water after feeding the sarovars of Gurudwaras Shree Dukhniwaran Sahib and Shree
The Chief Minister’s aim is to give a completety Moti Bagh sahib.
ancient / heritage look to the two lakes under
A separate pipeline will be added to the Hansali
Mission Tandrust Punjab.
feeding the sarovar of Shree Moti Bagh Sahib
Under this scheme, Project Hansli has been pre- near Government Ayurvedic College, in order to
pared with an expenditure of 40 lakh. The Hansli divert water to the Sheesh Mahal lake. He said
which feeds the sarovars (water bodies) of Gu- both lakes would soon be a haven for the resirudwara Shree Dukhniwaran Sahib and Gurud- dents of Patiala and tourists alike, a place where
wara Shree Moti Bagh Sahib from Bhakhra main morning /evening walkers will be able to relax
line, will now be extended to the gardens and and rejuvenate.
lakes of Patiala. The District Administration has
already acquired a no objection certiﬁcate (NOC) The entire project is being personally supervised
by the Chief Minister Capt Amarinder Singh and
from the SGPC.
Giving details about the Beautiﬁcation proj- Preneet Kaur, MP.
ect for Patiala, the DC said a separate Regulatory
The heritage city of Patiala is all set to witness the
revival of Rajindra and Sheesh Mahal lakes. Yes,
residents of Patiala will soon be able to enjoy the
pristine glory of these two lakes which are being
brought back to life, thanks to the diligent eﬀorts
of Chief Minister, Captain Amarinder Singh and
MP Smt. Preneet Kaur.
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Luminaries

Remembering Shiv Kumar Batalvi

Poetic pathos
Donald Banerjee

Shiv Kumar Batalvi, the very name evokes poetic
pathos of the times. As Punjabi lovers pay tribute
on his 83rd birth anniversary (July 23), it would
just be going back to the times when the phenomenal poet entwined love and pain so poetically.
While the 1960s were the time of Bob Dylan, Elvis
Presley and the Beatles on
the international scene,
nearer home in Punjab it
was the time of the superstar of poetry: the young
Shiv Kumar Batalvi (July 23,
1936-May 6, 1973)
A lover and rebel rolled
into one. This young poet
blazed on to the Punjabi
horizon like a meteor and
in his short span of life that
ended at the young age of
35 years, left behind a poetic treasure of love and
yorn.
Come May and it is time again to remember this
phenomenon, the youngest to win the Sahitya
Akademi Award in 1967 and enjoy immense popularity during his lifetime. He was good-looking
and had a melodious voice. His fame multiplied
after his death. His poetry was rooted in the soil
and inspired by folk songs and tragic ‘quissas’ it
went straight to the hearts of the listeners.
The man who changed the tenor of Punjabi poetry was born on October 8, 1937, at Bara Pind
Lohtian, Shakkargarh tehsil of Sialkot district
(Pakistan). The family shifted to Batala (Gurdaspur district) after the Partition. A wanderer by
nature, the young Shiv used to vanish for the entire day wandering in the nearby areas.
32

After passing his matriculation in 1953, Shiv
joined the Baring Christian College in Batala for
his F.Sc. After that it was S.N. College, Qadian,
where he began to sing ghazals and songs for his
classmates.
Then followed his ﬁrst love story. She was Maina,
whom he met at a fair in Baijnath. But when he
went back to look for her in
her hometown she had died.
This and many other love and
partings followed giving him
fodder for poetry. Perhaps
the most celebrated of such
episodes was his fascination
for Gurbasksh Singh Preetlari’s daughter. But cast differences came in the way of
the love story. He turned to
alcohol for solace and wrote
one of his best love poems
standing in front of a country
liquor vend: “Ajj Din
Chhadeya Tere Rang Varga….”
After his lady love moved to the US, got married
and gave birth to a child, Shiv wrote: “Main ek
Shikra Yaar Banaya…”. He remained unlucky in
love and this bereavement of loss reﬂected intensely in his poetry.
Shiv appeared on the scene of Punjabi poetry in
the 1960s when he was barely in his 20s. He lived
a brief and intense life that was devoted to writing profound, passionate and enchantingly lyrical
poetic expressions. He attained the charisma of a
modern day saint as well as a fallen hero in the
eyes of many of his admirers.
The real wonder of Shiv Kumar Batalvi’s poetry is
not that he mastered the new and innovative
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ways to express modern poetical sensibilities better than most of his contemporaries, but that he
did it by masterfully and artistically combining
and fusing them with the spirit of Punjab’s culture and with the age-old charm of classical Punjabi poetry and folk songs. He evoked, and still
continues to do so, strong emotions among the
listeners and readers of his poetry.
Already acknowledged as the living legend of
Punjabi poetry, Shiv Kumar became the youngest
recipient of the Sahitya Akademi Award for his
magnum opus ‘Loona’ in 1965.
Soon after his marriage in 1968, he moved to
Chandigarh where he joined the State Bank of
India as a PRO. But bad health plagued him
though he continued to write proliﬁcally.
Shiv was a lover and a rebel too by nature. He
loved to say what he felt, hiding nothing in his
heart and that is evident in his poetry.
In the early 70s Shiv came to Bombay for a literary conference. Part of the conference involved
readings in Shanmukananda Hall. After a few
people had read their work (one of whom was
Meena Kumari), Shiv Kumar got on the stage and
said: “Almost everyone today has begun to consider himself a poet, and every person oﬀ the
street is writing ghazals.” By the time he ﬁnished
with his diatribe, there was not a sound in the
hall. This is when he began to read: “Ek kuri jeeda
naam mohabbat hai, gum hai, gum hai…..”There
wasn’t a sound when he ﬁnished either.
Legendary and world renowned singers chose his
poem to sing and in that way paid their tribute
to the name synonym of love, Shiv Kumar
Batalvi. The list includes Asa Singh Mastana,
Surinder Kaur, K. Deep, Mahender Kapoor,
Bhupinder-Mitalee, Jagjit Singh and Ustad Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan.
Great creative personalities often burn themselves to illuminate the world. Shiv Kumar Batalvi
is reported to have said: “We don’t do Ph D,
other people will do Ph. D. on us.”
Excessive drinking had ﬁnally taken it toll. It was
a sad end to a poet who, according to Amrita PriJuly-2019

tam, was the darling poet of Punjab.

A caring life-partner, says wife
Aﬀectionately called "Arun" by Shiv Kumar
Batalvi, his wife Aruna remembers him as a loving, aﬀectionate and caring life partner, who continues to inspire her family and lives on in their
thoughts. "Believe me, Shiv was so much emotionally attached to me that I never felt the necessity of even enquiring about some female
names that were linked with him."
"Contrary to general belief, Shiv was never in a
pensive mood at home and writing serious poetry was a routine for him, which he could do
even in a jolly mood." Recalling Shiv’s concern
and love for his family, she refers to the poet’s
visit to England, "I used to receive one letter
daily, except on Sundays, and then two on Mondays." Recalling his aﬀectionate and jovial nature,
Aruna says he spent many sleepless nights holding the children in his lap, whenever they fell sick.
Showing a message scribbled by Shiv in the
Carmel Convent school diary of son Meharban,
Aruna says it was of paramount importance to
ensure that his progeny was well educated.
"With the grace of God, both son Meharban and
daughter Pooja hold doctorates in Punjabi and
Economics, respectively," Aruna shares with a
pride. She expresses gratitude to the Punjab Government and Punjabi University, Patiala, for their
regular support, especially for the Shiv Batalvi
memorial, now under construction at Batala.
Says Dr Meharban Batalvi of Punjabi University,
Patiala, "Going by the contribution of Shiv
Batalvi, as a proliﬁc poet whose literary merit
transcends time and boundaries, I take pride in
the fact that he was the gem of our family." On a
discerning note, Meharban opines that most of
Shiv’s admirers relish his popular songs, but people need to read more of his classics for appraising the profundity of his thought, majestic sweep
of imagination and amazing versatility to write on
varied themes. "This would be the best tribute to
the poet and a step forward in propagating the
legacy of Shiv."
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He avenged Jallianwala Bagh
massacre after 21 years
Ravee Pandher

Udham Singh was a young revolutionary belonging to the Gadar Party, whose fame rose when he
assassinated Michael O’Dyer, formerly the lieutenant governor of undivided Punjab, on March
13, 1940, in London. The assassination was carried out
in revenge for the 1919 Jallianwala Bagh massacre in
Amritsar. Udham Singh was
tried and convicted for murder and hanged in July 1940.
In custody, he went by the
name Ram Mohammad
Singh Azad, which stood for
the three major religions in
Punjab and his anti-colonial
sentiment.
Udham Singh was born Sher
Singh on December 26,
1899, to a Kamboj family in
Sunam, a village that was the
part of the princely state of
Patiala; now in Sangrur district. His father, Tahal
Singh Kamboj was a watchman at a railway crossing in Upali, a nearby village. Their mother passed
away in 1901, and after their father in 1907, leaving the two children alone. His elder brother,
Mukta Singh moved to the Central Khalsa Orphanage in Amritsar on 24th October 1907.
There, they were converted to Sikhisim and were
given the names, Udham Singh and Sadhu Singh.
Sadhu Singh tragically died a decade later in
1917, leaving 17 year old Udham Singh all alone.
In 1918, he passed his matriculation and left the
safety of the orphanage for good.

in shaping young Udham’s psyche. He had seen
enough tragedy and strife and was no stranger to
the upheaval taking place all around him. In 1919
deep animosity and resentment was building up
in Punjab against the
British as a result of their
ruthless and inhumane
treatment of soldiers, and
forced contribution of
funds during World War 1.
Hatred was growing like
wild ﬁre towards the
British. The Rowlatt Act
was passed by the colonial
government,
further
adding to their woes. This
act essentially strengthened wartime measures
taken against the people.

Mahatma Gandhi called
for a nation- wide ‘hartal’
to protest against the act, and he received a
tremendous response from the people of Punjab.
On the 6th and 9th of April the British administration of Punjab headed by Lt. Governor Michael
Francis O’Dwyer arrested the people on ‘hartal’.
To restore order, the Punjab Governor handed
over command of several dozen troops to General Reginald Edward Harry Dyer.
On April 13, 1919, a huge crowd of 10,000 unarmed men, women and children gathered at Jallianwala Bagh (an open space enclosed from
three sides, with one exit) to celebrate
“Baisakhi”, the famous festival of Harvest. It was
a peaceful crowd and speeches were being given
Punjab was rife with intense political turmoil at when General Dyer arrived at the scene. His orthe time and this atmosphere played a large role dered the soldiers to take position and start ﬁring
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without warning. The unsuspecting public were
unaware of Dyer’s ban orders and were taken
completely by surprise when the shooting
started. They tried to escape the horriﬁc and continuous rounds of ﬁre, by trying to climb the high
walls and by jumping in a well. But the enclosure
had no other exit except the way Dyer had led his
soldiers through, and he ordered them to reload
and continue ﬁring till their ammunition ran out.
Dyer’s bodyguard wrote his account of the dreadful day in his book, “Amritsar : The massacre that
ended the Raj”, his Sergeant William Anderson
recalled the horrifying images of the crowds
white shrouds collapse onto the ground as the incessant shooting seemed to carry on. Dyer is
known as the “Butcher of Amritsar” he committed this grim act in a state of frenzy, and is responsible for one of the most appalling acts of
violence in the British Raj. According oﬃcials, 400
people but the actual ﬁgure is close to 2000.
The narrow passage that Dyer and his soldiers
made their way through has been left intact with
the bullet marks on the wall. The British wanted
to erase any sign of the terrible incident, but National movement leader Madan Mohan Malviya
bought the land for 5 lakh and 60 rupees through
donations in August 1923. The memorial’s central pylon is 30 feet high with a four-sided tapering stature of red stone. It stands in the middle
of a shallow tank built with 300 slabs with a
carved Ashoka Chakra, the national emblem. A
stone lantern stands on the four corners of the
tank. On all four sides of the pylon, are the words,
“ In memory of martyrs, 13 April 1919”, has been
inscribed in Hindi, Punjabi, Urdu and English. A
semi-circular verandah near Jallianwala Bagh’s
main entrance, marks the spot where General
Dyer’s soldiers ﬁred from on that fateful day.
Rows of poplars and eucalyptus trees are planted
to hide a view of the houses around the compound.
Udham Singh, 20 years old at the time was
deeply scarred by the event and soon got inJuly-2019

volved in the arms resistance that was unfolding
in and outside India. In the early 1920’s he travelled to East Africa, where he worked as a
labourer for a while before making his way to the
US. It was there in San Francisco where he came
in contact with the members of Gadar Party, (a
movement started for the freedom of India from
British rule, by immigrant Punjabi-Sikhs. In 1927,
he was sent to Punjab by Bhagat Singh. He
worked as a carpenter on a ship sailing to India.
The same year, he was arrested for possession of
illegal ﬁrearms and running the publication,
‘Gadar Di Goonj’.
He was sent to jail for four years till 1931. Singh
was released in 1931 but remained under constant surveillance of British police due to his close
links with Bhagat Singh’s Hindustan Socialist Republican Association. He made his way to Kashmir, using an alias to evade the police and escape
to Germany. Udham Singh ﬁnally reached England in 1933 keeping in mind his goal to assassinate Michael O’ Dwyer, whom he held
responsible for the brutal Jallianwala killings and
had showed no remorse for his actions. In London, he fell in with socialist groups and took up
jobs as a carpenter, motor mechanic and signboard painter.
During this time, his focus on Dwyer never wavered, patiently waiting for his chance to catch
the former governor. He knew that his goal was
near when he learnt that Dwyer was to speak at
a meeting in London’s Caxton Hall on March 13,
1940. Singh had hidden his revolver in a book cut
to the shape of the weapon. While the meeting
of the Royal Central Asian Society and the East
India association was in progress, Udham Singh
was in the audience and made his move swiftly.
As the conference drew to an end, Singh pulled
out his revolver from his coat and shot O’Dwyer
twice in the chest.
Udham Singh did not try to ﬂee the scene or resist arrest.
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A career in Toxicology
Punmedia Bureau

Toxicology as a profession is very important, as
people are concerned about the potentially
harmful eﬀects of products they use, medications
they take, and the chemicals they're exposed to
in their everyday lives. Without toxicologists we
would not understand what could potentially poison or harm living things as well as the environment around us. Toxicology, the science which
deals with toxic properties of substances, involves the study of the eﬀects that toxins or
chemicals have on humans, animals, plants and
other living organisms.

Educational
To become a toxicologist one must take science
stream for plus two. After that one can opt for a
bachelor degree in botany, chemistry, zoology,
biochemistry, medicine, veterinary science, pharmacy, biochemistry, biotechnology, microbiology, environmental biology or some other life
science based discipline.

Toxicology is a ﬁeld that requires candidates from
various inter-disciplinary branches like biology,
mathematics, veterinary sciences, pathology,
physiology, immunology, and genetics. Not only
do toxicologists ﬁgure out chemical makeup, they
use their knowledge of biology, chemistry, and
the environment to devise strategies to reduce
or control exposure to these chemicals. The main
aim of toxicologists is to examine the threats and
hazards surrounding man and the environment
and conduct research and experiments to provide protection to the private, public, commercial and industrial sectors.
Toxicologists give information related to substances like food, cosmetics, chemicals or other
substances which are safe to human beings and
also to other living organisms, like animals. There
are various roles played by toxicologists. They
may work in a teaching role, a consulting role, or
they may stay true to their background and work
in a research or scientiﬁc role.

•
Central Drug Research Institute, Lucknow
(Uttar Pradesh)
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ELIGIBILITY

For the student interested in entering the ﬁeld of
toxicology, a Bachelor of Science degree is the
minimum requirement. After bachelors, one can
go for master of science in toxicology i.e M.Sc.
Toxicology. There are various specializations in
toxicology, and each one requires a speciﬁc background in some or the other subject.
•
Jamia Hamdard, Delhi, Department of
toxicology is one of the few universities in India
to oﬀer a master's in general toxicology.

•
Indian Institute of Toxicology Research,
Lucknow (Uttar Pradesh)
•
Chaudhary Charan Singh Agriculture University, Haryana
•
National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research (NIPER), SAS Nagar (Punjab)

J
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JOB PROSPECTS & CAREER OPTIONS

the study of alcohol, legal and illicit drugs and
poisons, including their chemical composition,
As people become more health conscious, there preparations and identiﬁcations. They ﬁnd opis a greater need for those who study toxins. At portunities with private forensic laboratories, law
present, organisations in India are unable to enforcement agencies and in hospital departmeet the demand because most toxicologists are ments of forensic medicine. Read more on Forenattracted by lucrative positions and better re- sic Science career
search facilities in other countries. Numerous career avenues for toxicologists exist in chemical, A regulatory toxicologist has the primary role of
food, pharmaceutical, and environment related ensuring public health and safety from the use of
industries; in teaching and research, and in gov- chemicals, drugs and pesticides, by identifying
ernment organisations dealing with regulation of potential health risks posed by exposure to such
chemical usage. Biotechnology and pharmaceu- substances. Regulatory toxicologists work for
tical industries are the largest employers of toxi- pharmaceutical companies and government facologists. Pharmacovigilance (monitoring and cilities to research new drugs and chemicals. Toxpreventing harmful eﬀects of medicines), which icologists determine whether a new product is
is gaining prominence in India, is expected to ab- safe for public consumption and use.
sorb more toxicologists. Toxicologists can also
work for epidemiological surveys done by health Environmental toxicologists or eco-toxicologists
study the eﬀects of chemicals on the environauthorities.
ment. They research on the ﬁeld and in laboraIndustrial toxicology is a speciﬁc area of environ- tories to learn how pollution aﬀects ecosystems,
mental toxicology that deals with the work envi- air and water quality, species survival, and public
ronment and constitutes a signiﬁcant part of health. Environmental toxicologists continually
industrial hygiene. The industrial toxicologist monitor and measure the level of toxins in the
plays a crucial role in developing a wide range of environment. They play an important role in safeeﬀective and safe products including petro- guarding public health.
chemicals, medicines, pesticides, cosmetics, food
and drink, and household products.
REMUNERATION
Clinical toxicologists work in the medical ﬁeld. A As there is shortage of toxicologists, qualiﬁed and
clinical toxicologist study the harmful eﬀects of experienced ones get paid well. The salary range
chemicals, drugs, pesticides and other sub- is dependent on various factors like the geostances on humans through clinical diagnosis of graphical location, organization size and work exsymptoms and detection and diagnosis of bio- perience. Industry positions generally pay higher
logical poisoning. Clinical toxicologists may work than academic, nonproﬁt, or government posiin hospitals or pharmaceutical companies. A clin- tions in this ﬁeld. Starting salary for a M.Sc.
ical toxicologist, might work on research-based holder in this ﬁeld can range between Rs. 25,000
therapeutic studies or support a medical team and 40,000. Those with experience and specialduring poison or drug overdose emergencies.
ization can even earn up to a lakh per month. For
Forensic toxicologists investigate causes of death example, A toxicologist with a veterinary or medand study crime scenes with law enforcement ical degree, and a postgraduate qualiﬁcation can
personnel. A forensic toxicologist specialises in draw above Rs. 50,000 a month.
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NAG missiles test fired
The Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) carried out 3 successful test ﬁrings of Nag missiles during both day and night in
Pokhran ﬁring ranges. With this successful trial of
Nag anti-tank guided missiles is in ﬁnal stages of
being inducted into the Army. The NAG Missile is
a 3rd generation anti-tank guided missile, which
has top attack capabilities that can eﬀectively engage and destroy all known enemy tanks during
day and also in night.

Operation Sudarshan
Border Security Force (BSF) has launched a massive exercise, code named as Sudarshan, to fortify Anti-Inﬁltration Grid along Pakistan border in
Punjab and Jammu. The operation was launched
on 1 July and is expected to be ﬁnished within a

fortnight. It will cover the over 1,000-km length
of India-Pakistan International Border out of
which Jammu shares about 485-km of border
with Pakistan and about 553-km of border front
is in Punjab.

Jaipur is World Heritage Site
The Walled City of Jaipur, known for its iconic architectural legacy and vibrant culture, made an
oﬃcial entry into UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientiﬁc and Cultural Organization)
World Heritage Site list.The decision was taken

at the 43rd session of UNESCO World Heritage
Committee, underway in Azerbaijan from June 20
up to July 10. During this session, in addition to
Jaipur, Committee examined 36 nominations for
inscription on UNESCO’s World Heritage List.

SPORTS
Dutee Chand wins 100 m gold
Dutee Chand
has created a
history by winning ﬁrst position in 100
meter race at
the Universi-
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ade, the World University Games in Naples. She
has become ﬁrst Indian sprinter to win 100m
Gold in this race. Dutee Chand clocked 11.32 seconds to win this gold. Dutee Chand was running
in the fourth lane but reached at the ﬁnish mark
ahead of all eight athletes.
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Green tax on plane tickets
The French government is set to impose tax of up
to €18 on plane tickets for all ﬂights from airports
in France. It is aimed to fund less-polluting transportation projects. This move by French government to impose green tax on plane tickets will

take eﬀect from 2020 which means all tickets for
outbound ﬂights from French airports will include
a green tax from 2020.It will only be applied on
outgoing ﬂights and not those ﬂying into country.

Indian model village in Sri Lanka
The ﬁrst model village built with Indian assistance
under the Model Villages Programme was inaugurated at Ranidugama in Gampaha, Sri Lanka. It
is part of a housing project meant for war-affected people and estate workers. The fully con-

structed houses were handed over to beneﬁciaries. India has partnered with Sri Lankan Ministry
of Housing and Construction and Cultural Aﬀairs
to build 100 model villages which will consist of a
total of 2400 houses all across Sri Lanka.

PUNJaB

Curbs on online food delivery
The Punjab government has decided to make it
mandatory for all online food aggregators to ensure that food supplied by them should compulsorily have hygiene rating as per Food Safety and
Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) guidelines.
Punjab’s Food and Drug Administration has sen-

sitized companies operational in Punjab, including Zomato, Swiggy, Uber Eats and Food Panda,
on the issue and also directed them to get the hygiene rating done of all the food business operators (FBO’s) registered with them.

Punjab Police are champs
At the 33rd Federation Cup Basketball Championship for Men and Women held over the past
week in Gautam Buddha University in Greater
Noida, Punjab Police and Eastern Railway won
the men’s and women’s titles respectively. Pun-
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jab Police won the match by winning over Indian
Army with a 91-71 margin. The bulk of the scoring was done by Harshpreet Singh Bhullar,
Amjyot Singh and Ranbir Singh.
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The Golden Hat-trick
Hockey icon Balbir Singh is 94 going on 95
Punjab’s answer to hockey wizard Dhyan Chand
Donald Banerjee

Balbir Singh senior may have completed 94 years
and well on his way to completing 95 years on
October 10, 2019, but his ﬁrst love for hockey remains eternal. The iconic hockey star from Pun-

turned to me as fresh and charming as ever. This
time she took me to Kuala Lumpur and we were
again on top of the world."
What an apt description about the hat-trick of

jab, is probably the only Olympian other than
Dhyan Chand to have scored a hat-trick of gold
medals in Olympic hockey. In fact he has
achieved something much bigger. Yes, he was instrumental in India regaining the hockey World
Cup at Kuala Lumpur in 1975.
In his biography ‘The Golden Hat-trick’, he says:
"Our love blossomed in London, we married in
Helsinki and honeymooned in Melbourne. After a
period of 11 years, my fairy of the Heavens re-

Olympic hockey gold medals in 1948 (London),
1952 (Helsinki) and 1956 (Melbourne) and the
subsequent World Cup triumph at Kuala Lumpur
in 1975.
Today the ageing but-soft spoken and ever-smiling hockey icon is in the PGI and his legion of fans
and hockey followers are praying for his recovery.
Barely a couple of years back he was a regular at
the garden opposite the Garden of Fragrance tak-
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ing an evening stroll. He appeared to carry his
years lightly on his ageing but ﬁrm shoulders. We
exchanged pleasantries almost every second day.
The talk usually veered round to the sad state of
aﬀairs in Indian hockey. But he was always sure
that his hockey fairy would once again return to
bring back that lost glory.
The hockey legend enlisted a number of reasons
for the declining standard of Indian hockey
which, he felt, had been given a "step-motherly
treatment". The long-standing feud between the
two federations -- Hockey India (HI) and Indian
Hockey Federation (IHF)---was also hurting the
game.

were Roop Singh, Tapsell and Jaﬀar, one each,
Dara two goals and myself three"
Dhyan Chand, also had a track-record of scripting
hockey gold medal triumphs in three successive
Olympics games. But a this hat-trick came before
India achieved independence, when the subcontinent had a good sprinkling of players from
today’s Pakistan. But Balbir Singh was part of the
hockey team that won three gold medals after Independence, when four of the top players had
shifted to Pakistan. Thus Balbir Singh is a ﬁt case
for the award of Bharat Ratna, and not Dhyan
Chand, as has been presented by a section of the
media.

Balbir Singh has devised a three-tier revival plan,
which he claims can improve the standard of the
game. Calling it a hockey league,he said: " If
there is a national league in place of a national
championship and there are at least 30 teams, divide them in three divisions, according to their
merit as per the latest national hockey championship. Top to bottom, according to their rankings, divide those teams into three. Top division
10 teams, then second 20-30 and then the third
20-30.

Born on October 10, 1924 at Haripur Khalsa, in
Moga district of Punjab, Balbir Singh was spotted
by Harbail Singh when he was studying in Sikh
National College, Lahore. He was among the four
players who were shifted to Khalsa College, Amritsar. That was the beginning of his tryst with
hockey as told to Samuel Banerjee in his autobiography 'The Golden Hat-trick' .

Partition left the nation divided of talent in every
ﬁeld. In sports, hockey was particularly aﬀected,
and Punjab was the hardest hit. Shah Rukh, A. I.
S. Dara, Aziz and Khurram all stayed back in Lahore and adopted the colours of the new nation.
His record of scoring the maximum number of
Balbir Singh found his name in the hockey team
goals in an Olympic ﬁnal still stands.He created
for the London Olympics.
the world record in the 1952 Helsinki Olympics
when he scored ﬁve of his team's six goals against
Recalling the moments in London, Balbir says: "I
the Netherlands in the ﬁnal with India registerwas not included in the ﬁrst match. I played in
ing a 6-1 triumph. Certain media reports claim
the second match against Argentina, when Regthat Dhyan Chand scored six goals in India's 8-1
gie reported sick. We won 9-1, and it turned out
triumph over Germany in the 1936 Olympics.
to be a great debut for me in Olympic hockey. I
However, Major Dhyan Chand in his autobiograscored six goals, including a hat-trick….In the
phy titled “Goal!”, published in 1952 by Sport &
ﬁnal, I was back in the team.In the ﬁrst half I
Pastime, Chennai, writes: "India's goal-getters
scored twice - both hits taken from the top of the

Record number of goals
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circle, oﬀ passes from Kishan Lal and K. D. Singh
Babu.Tarlochan Singh converted a penalty corner
early in the second half and Pat Jansen scored a
ﬁeld goal to end the British hopes. We were on
the attack throughout. The spectators were
thrilled. The gold medal was ours.
Four years later, four Punjab players made it to
the team for the Helsinki Olympics-- Dharam
Singh, Raghbir Lal, Udham Singh and myself. K. D.
Singh 'Babu' was the captain. Harbail Singh accompanied us as the coach.

my highest tally in an Olympic tournament. I was
in my elements when India took on Holland in the
ﬁnal, scoring ﬁve of my team’s six goals. The
match gave me another hat-trick, my third in
Olympic hockey. Holland got a consolation goal,
but overall it was a one-sided ﬁnal."
Having been India's main goal scorer in the
Olympics of 1948 (London) and 1952 (Helsinki),
Balbir Singh was named the skipper for the the
1956 Melbourne Olympics.

In the opening match against Afghanistan Balbir
Balbir Singh said Helsinki proved to be his great- Singh was injured badly after scoring ﬁve goals.
est year. "I got nine of India's total of 13 goals, Randhir Singh Gentle was nominated captain for
the remainder
of the league
matches. India
went on to
score smashing
victories,
trouncing the
US 16-0 after a
14-0 win over
Afghanistan,
and then defeating Singapore 6-0.

Balbir Singh on the victory podium at the
Melbourne Olympics
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And then came
the ﬁnal against
the arch rivals,
Pakistan.The
Pakistanis had
two of their defenders hounding me as if I
was their most
feared man. Our
s t r a t e g y
worked, as this
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eased the pressure on the inside forwards. We
were able to move smoothly.We got our chance
in the second half, oﬀ a short corner. R. S. Gentle
made no mistake with it and scored. We held on
to our slender lead and won the ﬁnal.
It was our third Olympic gold medal. We all had
our Olympic baptism for free India at the 1948
London Games. We were youngsters then; at
Melbourne, we were the veterans, the experienced ones, the men on whom rested the nation's fortunes.

Cup, and through to the Montreal Olympics.
“I worked hard to instill conﬁdence in the players and ensure that their morale remained high.
Gurcharan Singh Bodhi assisted me in coaching,
and V. J. Peter, who joined later, helped us as a
trainer. Punjab University allowed its staﬀ member S. S. Gill to help us as a physical trainer,”
added Balbir Singh.

It can now be said without fear of contradiction
that our team was the ﬁttest in the World Cup at
Once back in India Balbir Singh was toying with Kuala Lumpur. Ours was the only team that was
the idea of taking up some coaching assignment made to play 5 matches on 5 consecutive days,
and settling abroad, maybe in Canada, as he saw and once with a gap of barely 12 hours! Both in
no opening for him in the Sports Department. "I the semi-ﬁnal and the ﬁnal of the World Cup, our
had actually been promoted Director of Sports, team came from behind not only to equalize, but
Punjab Government, in 1962. The orders had ultimately to win the matches.
been issued, but due to deep-rooted intrigues,
The 1975 World Cup ﬁnal was played on March
they were cancelled before I could take over.
He toured the United States, lecturing about 15, 1975. Pakistan had ample rest, having played
hockey in the universities and colleges. Sometime their semi-ﬁnal on March 12. India played their
in the middle of November he was assigned to semi-ﬁnal against Malaysia on March 14, and had
take charge of the Indian team for the 1975 to play the ﬁnal the next day. Before the game,
many anticipated Pakistan would win.
World Cup.
Recapturing India's moment of glory, seasoned
Indian hockey had been shattered by successive journalist Ron Hendricks, who covered the World
defeats at Munich (1972 Olympics), Amsterdam Cup tournament for Indian Express, wrote the
(1973 World Cup) and Teheran (1974 Asiad). following piece for Khalid Ansari's Sportsweek
There was inﬁghting in the IHF, and the old es- Annual:
tablishment almost broke up in face of these defeats. The International Hockey Federation had "Thirty-ﬁve minutes to glory: in these wondrous,
disaﬃliated the IHF, and the Indian Olympic As- many splendoured moments of magic, India prosociation (IOA) was managing the hockey aﬀairs. vided the frosting for the cake baked in the ﬁery
After the Teheran Asiad reversal, the Punjab gov- furnace of Kuala Lumpur, and got right back
ernment oﬀered to train the team for the World where she belonged - on top of the hockey world.
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Tips for weight loss on
Indian diet
Punmedia Bureau

If you are tried and have been unsuccessful in
your weight loss eﬀorts, it is probably because
you did not follow the right diet or were unable
to continue it due to the bland taste. We Indians
are used to a certain ﬂavour in our food and cannot really give up eating rotis and rice. But did
you know you can lose weight on a desi diet too?
A celebrity nutrionist lists down some rules and
charts out a sample meal plan for people looking
to lose weight on an Indian diet.
Eat every two hours:Don’t wait till you get hungry. It is important to consciously eat at the right
time for your body’s metabolism to work opti44

mally.
Control your portion size: Get your portion size
right by charting it out depending on your weight
loss goals, etc. Here are some common measures: One serving of fruit equals to a tennis ball
sized fruit (you can include more than one fruit if
they are smaller in size). One serving of rice is
one-third cup cooked rice. Calculate how much
weight you can lose in a month
Avoid anything that has saturated fats: Switch to
things which are low-fat. Say no to buﬀalo milk
which is full fat. Have only 2 tsp of oil/ghee per
day. You might want to know the six natural
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sources of food fat.
Shun sugar: They just add empty calories to your
body. One can get enough natural sugar from
seasonal fruits and dry fruits. If you want to
sweeten something, add stevia as it is a natural
sweetener. Though honey and jaggery have
other good properties, if you are on a weight loss
diet, you should stay away from them as they too
add empty calories.
Drink enough water: Keep yourself hydrated by
drinking enough water every day. A simple way
to ﬁnd this out is by checking the colour of your
urine. It should be pale yellow in colour. If it is
lighter or darker than that, it may indicate that
you are not drinking enough water.

Here is a sample weight loss Indian
diet plan

STARCH
VEGETABLE PROTEIN
Phulkas – 2 Start with 1 cup salad – all raw
vegetables
Dal – ½ cup moong, toor
Brown rice – ½ cup cooked Plus ½ cup cooked
sabji Chowli (black-eyed peas)
Lapsi rava (broken wheat) – ½ cup cooked
Focus on green vegetables Rajma
(kidney
beans)
Jowar rotis (made with 3.5 tbsp atta)
Chole (Chickpeas)
Methi/palak rotis
Low-fat paneer – 50 grams
Aloo/potato – ½ cup cooked
Moong sprouts
Waal (White beans)

Mid-afternoon snack

a. 1 utapam made with less oil + roasted tomato
chutney
Breakfast
b. Home-made Bhel:
a. Home-made rava idlis with sambar (no coconut •
1 cup murmura
chutney)
•
½ cup roasted chana
b. Whole green moong chilla with mint and dha- •
¼ cup plain roasted peanuts
nia chutney
•
¼ cup mixed tomato + onion + dhania
c. Oats upma – made with vegetables (try using •
Green chutney made from pudina and
steel cut oats for added ﬁbre)
dhania
c. Steamed methi muthiya (Gujrati snack):
Mid-morning snack
•
Made with combination of bajra, whole
a. Chaas made with 1/3 cup low fat dahi – add wheat, and besan atta
fresh dhania, rock salt, and jeera powder
•
Use fresh methi
b. Mango milkshake – ½ mango + ½ cup (125 ml) Dinner
low fat milk (NO added sugar)
It should be the lightest meal of the day. Choose
c. Fruit chaat – 1 cup mixed fruit (use fruits with from the following options:
higher ﬁbre – apple, pineapple, guava, pear. Add a. Bowl of soup – Rasam/palak/dudhi
chaat masala + a pinch of rock salt)
b. Bowl of sprouts salad:
•
1 cup cooked sprouts – chana, moong
Lunch
•
1 cup all raw vegetables – cucumber,
It would be best to incorporate 4 food groups. tomato, onion, carrot
See the table below and mix and match to ensure •
Dressing of lemon, salt, and pepper to
a well-balanced lunch meal:
taste
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Children’s world

Hi Kids
Drip drop drip drop. Come July and
this pleasant sound of the pitter patter
of of rain drops, heralds the first showers of the monsoon. Sitting at her bedroom
window, seven-year-old Sapna watched the
welcome showers. She picked up the sound of
the rain drops as music and within minutes she was dancing to the
rhythmic beat.
She ran to her Dadaji’s
room. He was giving
last-minute folds
to his paperboat.
Sapna climbed
up on the bed
and
hugged
her
Dadaji;
after all she
was his little
angel. The two
walked towards
the door, where
water from the roof had
formed a small drain which
took a circuitous route before
flowing into the garden. As Dadaji placed the
boat in the drain it darted away where the current took it. Sapna ran after the boat with her
Dadaji cautioning her against slipping. She
picked up the paper boat and placed it again at
the starting point of the current.
Her friend Ravi joined her soon and within 10

I

minutes they were a group of five busy playing
with paper boats.
Children, I am sure you must have played with
paper boats. Do you know how to make them.
It is easy. I will try to explain paper-boat making in simple steps.
Captions:
1. Start by folding your
paper (8.5” X 11” ) in
half;
2. Fold the edges
along the crease
inward and then
fold up the loose
ends on both
sides;
3. Fold the bottom corners inward on both
sides, so the paper is
in the shape of a triangle;
4 Fold the triangle back into a
square;
5. Fold up the bottom flaps toward the top corner to form a triangle again;
6. Shift the triangle into another small square
7. Take the top corners and pull them down
and your paper boat is ready.

All the best..and keep smiling--Uncle Don
46
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Borrowed feathers help

H

aka and Phaka, the twin jackals were
feeding on some juicy berries. They
sat eating their berries with their
mouths and paws quite blue with the juice. They
were enjoying themselves thoroughly when they
saw Mor, the peacock, strutting down the path
hurriedly. The poor bird looked terriﬁed!
“Hey, what’s up Mor bhai? What’s the hurry?”
Haka asked.
“We peacocks are in great trouble Haka. Humans
are hunting us for our feathers. There is not a
moment of peace!” Mor was in tears. “I believe
they are making fans and other things out of our
feathers,” sobbed poor Mor.
Suddenly they heard some commotion, followed
by human voices coming in their direction! The
Mor took oﬀ, cursing his heavy body. He just
about managed to ﬂy oﬀ to a high branch on a
tree and hide himself. Haka and Phaka dived into
a bush.
Soon, some tough looking men appeared. They
held a bunch of peacock feathers in their hands.
They looked around desperately to see where
Mor could be.
“That wretched bird came this way!” shouted
one of them..
“We could not possibly have got a whole bunch
from that one!” said the other menacingly.
After a fruitless search, they left the forest.
Relieved, Haka and Phaka emerged from their
hiding. And so did Mor.
All three started to think seriously.
“Hey, let’s go to Ulluji for advice!” Phaka suggested. For Ulluji was the forest counsellor And,
indeed, he was a wise owl.
Ulluji had just lunched oﬀ some fat mice. He
came out of his hole in the jamun tree and asked
them what their problem was. Taking it all in,
word for word, he sat absolutely still for about
ten minutes.
Then, he hooted three times and adjusted his
glasses over his thick beak. “I want Hoohoo, the

wolf. Bring him to me,” he announced.
Hoohoo was sleeping under a tree. Haka, Phaka
and Mor woke him up, and brought him to Ulluji,
whose plan was very clever indeed. But Hoohoo
refused to dress himself in peacock feathers.
“The other wolves will make fun of me,” he
protested.
However, they ﬁnally managed to convince him
that it was, after all, for a good cause.
“Do you know what happened to Kawkaw the
crow when he roamed about in borrowed feathers?” Hoohoo said sulkingly.
“Come oﬀ it, this is not the same thing!” exclaimed Haka trying to convince Hoohoo.
Well, ultimately they succeeded. Hoohoo agreed
to the idea. Four more wolves were included in
the plan.
On a bright sunny day, the same three tough
looking men entered the forest to collect peacock
feathers. They had a large order from a fan manufacturer.
After two tiring hours of hunting, they suddenly
spotted ﬁve rather large and healthy looking peacocks picking berries from the ground.
What sheer luck!
Carefully and stealthily they crawled towards
them. When they were close enough, they
pounced! To their horror, the peacocks turned
round, snarling and growling ﬁercely! They ﬁrst
attacked their hands and legs, and soon enough;
grabbed them by their throats! With great diﬃculty, the poachers managed to escape with their
lives.
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Forecast

What the stars foretell
Dr. Prem Kumar Sharma
(Astrologer, Palmist, Numerologist & Vastu Consultant)
email: psharma@premastrologer.com

Aries: (March 21-April 20): Promis-

Leo: (July 23-August 23):Adopting a

Sagittarius: (November 23-December

ing opportunities may come to those
wanting to switch jobs. Your efforts
will keep you well on the course to
realise your true aim on the academic
front. Money can pose problems, if
you are not judicious in your spending. Your efforts may not be good
enough to make your romantic relationship blossom. Problems are foreseen for those undertaking a long
journey. This is the time for spiritual
awakening for the religious minded.

laid back attitude towards life can
rufﬂe some feathers. You are likely to
take a blind chance on a scheme that
seems lucrative. Nurturing bonds
with someone special is the need of
the hour before things not to your
liking happen. Your lack of focus and
persistence will be noted by seniors
at work. A hobby can keep boredom
at bay. Travelling by road can prove
tiring for some.

21):An initiative taken by you on the
social front may get a mixed response
from others. You may ﬁnd lover a bit
indifferent by the end of the month, so
ﬁnd out why. A favourable property
decision can be expected by some.
Good investment opportunities are
likely to be seized. Carrying on in an
unﬁt state can give you immense trouble on the health front. Those suffering from a lifestyle disease will need to
be regular in taking medicines.

Taurus: (April 21-May 20):): Enjoy-

Virgo: (August 24-September 23): A
good beginning will be a precursor
for better things to come. You will be
able to park your money safely in a
good ﬁnancial scheme. The advice to
you is to keep your focus on the positive side of things. Catching someone’s eye can translate into love at
ﬁrst sight. Some health conscious
persons can graduate to doing weight
training. The time has ﬁnally arrived
for which you had been planning for
long.

Capricorn:(December 22-January 21):

Gemini: (May 21-July 21): Network-

Libra: (September 24-October 23):
Wealth and riches are likely and
promise total ﬁnancial security.
Despite apprehensions, you will be
able to get rid of a health problem
facing you. Tolerance will be the
need of the hour on the home front
to maintain peace and tranquillity.
Initiative taken on the romantic front
may not hit the bulls eye, but you
will make a beginning. A property is
likely to come into your name. Luck
shines on you on the professional
front, as you manage to put your best
foot forward and impress all.

Aquarius: (January 22-February 19):
You may want to implement certain
changes on the personal front; though
loved ones will be unable to understand your motivations, they will gradually come around. Issues related to an
ancestral property may not work out
as per your wish; so instead of brooding, make it a point to discuss them
with parents or a family elder. You
may not feel too romantically inclined,
so keep an alibi ready to avoid lover.

Scorpio: (October 24-November 22):

Pisces:(February 20-March 20): An
exciting event is likely to bring the
family together. A new addition in the
family can give hours of joy to some.
You manage to tie up all the loose ends
at work and retain your peace of mind.
A ﬁnancial transaction promises to
fetch handsome returns. Property
owners can make a killing in the realty
market. Those recuperating will need
to be a little more patient.

ing romantic moments with someone
special in your life cannot be ruled
out. A loss making project can keep
you worried. Work-wise you will be
able to impress superiors about your
capabilities. Someone may look up to
you for guidance on the professional
front, so don’t disappoint. Gaining an
edge over a rival on the social front
will not prove much difﬁcult. Family
life will cruise along smoothly with
much love and bonhomie.

ing with the higher ups will help you
upgrade your proﬁle and give you
new opportunities. Regular practice
will pay rich dividends for some in a
professional competition. A new employee will meet all your expectations and take most of the workload
off your shoulders. Good advice will
work wonders for a family member.
It would be better to invest in a commercial property than a residential
one if planning out something this
month.

Cancer: (July 22-July 22): You will
be a comfortable professional situation as you make a tactical move.
Your ﬁnancial front will brighten up
as new avenues for earning open up.
A relative will visit you and this will
take away the boredom in your life
for some time. People who want to
learn a new skill will get help from a
self-help book. The whole texture of
romance will change as you get a
thoughtful gift.
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Remaining slim and trim may become
your aim and you will go all out to
achieve it. A chance meeting with an
opposite number shows much promise on the romantic front. Those travelling for fun can expect an exciting
time. You will manage a position
where you call the shots on the work
front. Additional authority will be
your reward for your contribution to
the organisation you work for. Good
earning is assured for retailers and
commission agents.
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You may get the opportunity to bare
your soul to someone close. Intense
yearning for love can nudge you towards the one you desire. A job switch
promises better working hours and
added perks. There is a distinct possibility of travelling overseas. Second
half of the month is for those thinking
of buying or selling property. Housewives may spend some extra time in
giving their homes a new look.
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› How do you like the magazine?
› What do you like about the magazine?
› What are your suggestions to make it more readable?
Suggestion:_________________________________________
____
___________________________________________________
____
Please post your reply to the following address:
Punmedia, Room No. 1, 5th Floor,
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last Word
A spooky date
Donald Banerjee

bike he said:”Watch out for the spooky date at
12.”
Ronnie and I spread out on our beds as a pitter,
patter of raindrops lulled us into sleep with the
Central Jail gong signalling 9 pm.
I woke up to the chowkidaar’s call ‘Jaagte
Raho’. As I heard his footsteps making a splash
on the wet roads, the Central Jail
gong
sounded. It was loud and clear. I started counting the gongs: 1, 2, 3,…..and 12.
onsoon was on its last legs and I had just bid
goodbye to my teens.
A frequent visitor to our house in Lucknow had
come calling. He claimed that he could call spirits.
My brother (Ronnie), a Pilot Officer posted at
Izatnagar, Bareilly, and I were all ears as Mr
Ariel talked about his ability to call spirits.
“Bu.. sh..,” said my brother. I joined in the chorus as we challenged him to arrange a spooky
date.
“OK, I call upon the evil spirit to pay you a visit
when the Central Jail gong strikes 12 tonight,”
said Mr Ariel waiving his hand like a magician’s
wand.

Yes, it was midnight. My eyes were wide open.
I spread out my hand to feel Ronnie’s bed. It
was not there. The pitter, patter of raindrops
had stopped and probably Ronnie had taken
his bed outside.
My eyes moved from one corner of the room to
the other. And then I saw a white figure right
above me. It moved its arms in a circular motion.
I ripped out my bedsheet, covering myself from
head to toe. Soon I was soaked in sweat. I
pulled down the bedsheet and peeped out. Oh
no ! the white image was still there moving its
arms in a circular fashion.

I covered myself again, my hands folded in
prayer. Another five minutes and the Chowki“Khaana is ready,” was the call from mom as daar’s ‘Jaagte Raho’ call gave me the courage. I
we trooped out of our outhouse bedroom into leapt out of my bed and switched on the light.
the dining room.
And what do I see. Dangling on a hanger from
We had almost forgotten about our date with a ceiling fan hook was Ronnie’s white shirt !
the evil spirit. But as Mr Ariel got on to his Jawa
50
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People s participation for effective governan

The Government of Punjab is
now on Social media

T

he Government of Punjab has made forays into the world of s
media in an endeavour to facelift to facilitate a vibrant
›
t
munication between the State Government and the people of P
Join our online community on Facebook, Twitter, Wordpress
YouTube for regular real›time updates on latest events, news, polic
and initiatives for a factual account on Everything Punjab .
Connect with #PunjabGovtIndia and like/comment/share on the offici
at:

You can also e›mail us at

Facebook.com/PunjabGovtIndia
Twitter.com/PunjabGovtIndia
Punjabgovtindia.wordpress.com
Youtube.com/c/PunjabGovtIndia

pbgovt.socialmedia@gmail.com
for any queries and/or suggestions.
For a detailed account on State Development Initiatives/Schem
you can also download the monthly e›magazines for
Punjab Advance (English), Vikas Jagriti (Punjabi), Vikas Jagri
at
www.diprpunjab.gov.in
and www.punjababvanceonline.com

your insights are valuable to us. You can revert with your comments
›
azines at
feedbackpunmedia@gmail.com

we look forward to hearing from you.
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